Coexpression of embryonic, fetal, and adult globins in erythroid cells of human embryos: relevance to the cell-lineage models of globin switching.
The cellular control of the switch from embryonic to fetal globin formation in man was investigated with studies of globin expression in erythroid cells of 35- to 56-day-old embryos. Analyses of globins synthesized in vivo and in cultures of erythroid progenitors (burst-forming units, BFUe) showed that cells of the yolk sac (primitive) erythropoiesis, in addition to embryonic chains, produced fetal and adult globins and that cells of the definitive (liver) erythropoiesis, in addition to fetal and adult globins, produce embryonic globins. That embryonic, fetal, and adult globins were coexpressed by cells of the same lineage was documented by analysis of globin chains in single BFUe colonies: all 67 yolk sac-origin BFUe colonies and 42 of 43 liver-origin BFUe colonies synthesized epsilon-, gamma-, and beta-chains. These data showed that during the switch from embryonic to adult globin formation, embryonic and definitive globin chains are coexpressed in the primitive, as well as in the definitive, erythroid cells. Such results are compatible with the postulate that the switch from embryonic to fetal globin synthesis represents a time-dependent change in programs of progenitor cells rather than a change in hemopoietic cell lineages.